


surface design for walls
Transformative 





Magnetic Dry-Erase 
Wallcoverings

Create wall-to-wall magnetic dry-erase surfaces that 
are tolerant to frequent use and are guaranteed not 
to ghost over time. These high-performance dry erase 
surfaces are unmatched in long-term durability, serving 
as ideal brainstorming platforms for offices, ideation 
labs, collaborative workspaces, home offices, conference 
rooms, and more.





Workspace Collection

Aimed at enhancing productivity, a series of writable 
background and layer options bring together classic 
forms in ideation– such as grids, graphs and arrows. 
The collection was conceived after spending countless 
hours outfitting offices with tools for productivity, and 
observing best practices for collaboration. This series 
of background and layer options brings together 
classic forms in ideation – such as grids, graphs and 
arrows– in colors that inspired the Visual Magnetics 
design team. 





The Polarity Collection is a line of accessories for 
the workplace. The project is designed to highlight 
Visual Magnetics’ InvisiLock technology, a powerful
 feature allowing 3D objects to be mounted to the wall 
surface using interlocking magnetic polarities. The 
pieces work in conjunction with this technology to 
conveniently eliminate the need for any hardware. The 
accessories it freely, yet locked onto the wall surface, 
and held horizontally by the polarities.

Polarity 
Designed by Visibility





Dusen Dusen is a womenswear line that has collaborated 
with Visual Magnetics extensively on creating dynamic, 
fun magnetically receptive interactive wall designs. The 
brand launched in 2010 and is known for its bold prints 
that have recently extended to a home goods line, 
Dusen Dusen Home.

Dusen Dusen 
Magnetic Wallcoverings





ModuLayer magnetic wallcoverings bring the idea of 
‘play’ to textiles for home, office and more. Easily move 
these magnetic layers around to create unique patterns 
as often as you feel inspired to change the design. These 
interactive wallcoverings are available in a range of design 
themes and can be custom printed.

Magnetic Wallcoverings





Visual Magnetics’ chalkboard materials create dynamic 
writable environments that blend old and new. The 
traditional chalkboard is now flexible, lightweight and 
magnetic, suited for interior wallcoverings, engaging 
signage and even large-scale murals. Easily washed 
with soap and water, this durable magnetic chalkboard 
can handle day-to-day brainstorming and note taking, and 
is refined enough for chalk art. Available for use with soft 
chalk or liquid chalk markers. 

Magnetic Chalkboard 
Wallcoverings





With Dynamic Spaces, environmental graphics are easy 
to refresh and change, without losing any of the polish 
of a design. Large-scale wall imagery and graphics, 
repositionable three-dimensional lettering, and 
changeable wayfinding systems that allow room 
designations or directional signage to be refreshed in 
a matter of seconds are just a handful of the options 
made possible with our versatile magnetic substrates 
and systems. 

Environmental Graphics





There is a wide range of possibilities for compatible 
accessories and fixtures that can be customized for 
Dynamic Spaces. These include shelves, marker holders, 
frames, plant holders and more that lock level onto the 
wall using our patented InvisiLock magnet technology.

Custom Shelves





There is a wide range of possibilities for compatible 
accessories and fixtures that can be customized for 
Dynamic Spaces. These include shelves, marker holders, 
frames, plant holders and more that lock level onto the 
wall using our patented InvisiLock magnet technology.

Custom Dry-Erase





The product that started it all, MagnaMagic is the world’s 
original magnetic paint brand. It’s also the strongest 
magnetic paint available for home use. The MagnaMagic 
DIY line  includes Magnetic Receptive Primer, Magnetic 
Receptive Chalkboard Paint and Tintable Chalkboard 
Paint options – all non-toxic, child-safe and low-to-no 
VOC. Our industrial strength magnetic paint ActiveWall 
is also available for use in office, education, retail 
environments and other commercial spaces.

Magnetic Paint





collaborations
innovation with Visual Magnetics



Visual Magnetics’ custom-printed magnetic receptive 
materials have been incorporated into Lake & Wells’ 
award winning Riveli Shelving System and the new 
Riveli PXL System. These clever modular products use our 
magnetic receptive substrates as easily changeable skins 
for surface options on sleek, precision engineered units.



Weitzner and Visual Magnetics masterfully collaborate, 
blending the beauty and sophistication of Weitzner creations 
with the functionality and versatility that Magnetism 
offers. Magnets can be placed directly onto the elegant 
linen surface and are easily changed or removed leaving a 
pristine and unmarked backdrop.



@visualmagnetics

dynamicspaces.com
vimeo.com/visualmagnetics


